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The merits of trawling are fiercely debated
April 2015 - in a case brought by Greenpeace the High Court approves
a judicial review of DEFRA’s approach to allocating quota to fishing
vessels. The plaintiffs argue that under the revised Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP), quota should be allocated according to criteria
which include environmental considerations, but it isn’t.
July 2015 - Scottish Government’s announcement of a network of
Marine Protected Areas from which trawling activity will be excluded
causes consternation in some sectors of the Scottish Fishing
Industry.
Quotation from a Sea Fisheries Bill debate in the UK Parliament :
Government spokes-person Mr Edward Marjoribanks MP (aka Lord
Tweedmouth) said…
“The Government thought it necessary that some further restriction should be
adopted with respect to trawling in Scottish waters, and for three reasons—first,
•
We’re
dubious
about
the effects
trawling
fish stocks
because,
however
doubtful the
destruction
done toof
fish
generallyon
by trawling,
it was
undoubtedly possible that in limited areas, especially in waters near the shore,
great damage could be done, and these areas rendered for the time useless;
•
But, trawling trashes the seabed
20 May
secondly, because great damage was also done to the gear of the line and net
fishermen, especially in inshore waters; and, thirdly, because a very excited state of
• …Trawling
static
gear and causes
trouble
strife
feeling
—a state ofdestroys
feeling which
the Government
thought they
ought and
to attempt
to allay by giving power to … allocate particular fishing-grounds to these particular
classes of fishermen.”

•
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So, where necessary we’re going to ban it in inshore waters
… anybody willing to guess what year this debate was held ?

Interactions of fishing gears with the ecosystem
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Also: unintended catch of e.g. birds and mammals

Around a dozen main types of fishing gears in
use in EU waters – mobile and static

The gears differ
widely in their
activity rates,
power and
ploughing rate
within any given
regional sea area

Image from Seafish report 2005

Differences in gear design lead to large
variation in ploughing rate
Seabed ploughing rate to a depth >2cm by
different gears (Eigaard et al. 2015)

Image from Seafish report 2005

Fishing gear activity distributions, and ploughing
intensity in different sediment habitats
Ploughing intensity –
proportion of habitat ploughed
per day in the North Sea

Gear activity data – average over 2003-2013
from STECF report
Habitat data – Eunis level 3 classifications from
BGS

Muddy sediments are a nutrient store which
can be mined out by ploughing and released
into the water column
Muddy sediments have
higher porosity and lower
permeability than coarse
sediments
Porewater ammonia
concentrations can be order
of magnitude higher in muds
than sands
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But muddy sediments are
also hot-spots of
denitrification –
consumption of nitrate by
microbes.

Teasing apart the ecological effects of fishing
gears – needs a model scheme capable of
simulating trophic cascades

“Middle-out” cascade

•
•

Harvesting of midtrophic level species,
Benthos mortality

•
•
•
•

Bottom-up
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Harvesting of top
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Nutrient release,
Discards,
Sediment suspension,
Habitat destruction

StrathE2E – an ‘end-to-end’ food web model
embedded in geochemical and hydrodynamic
Forcing data...
scheme
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Fluxes of nitrogen
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Exports: landings
of fish & benthos,
advection of
dissolved &
particulate nutrient,
nitrogen gas
(denitrification).

Schematic of the StrathE2E food web

a) Heavy exploitation

Four interconnected compartments: Pelagic, Benthic, Scavenging, and Sediment
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Modelling the sensitivity to different
aspects of trawling in the North Sea
•
•

Model configured for the North Sea, with 11 fleets of fishing gears
Simulated annealing used to find the maximum likelihood parameter
set given an array of observed data on biomass densities, production
rates and feeding fluxes

Then…
•

Baseline model – run with gear fleet activity rates adjusted to
produce maximum sustainable yields (MSY) of fish

•

Scenario models – runs with variations from the baseline in
fishing power, discarding rate or seabed ploughing rates, but all
with MSY activity rates

•

Compare each scenario run with the baseline using tornado
diagrams

NOTE: In the context of the model, fishing power can be synonymous with gear selectivity –
improving selectivity so we don’t catch stuff we don’t want, reduces the power of a gear.

Combined effects of all gears on the ecosystem

Effects of individual gears on the ecosystem

Summary of the results
• Changes in fishing power have strong topdown & middle-out effects on the food web.
• Discarding has a bottom-up effect on the
scavenging web

• Ploughing effects are weak – nutrient
mining is small-beer relative to overall
fluxes.
But…

Conclusions
• Meeting the landing obligation (discard ban) by
improving selectivity could have large ecological
benefits
• The weak effect of seabed ploughing at the
regional scale does NOT discount its
importance at a local scale
• No representation of the importance of habitat
at the regional scale – eg. refuge from predation
• Model only addresses regional mass fluxes and
gross structure and function of the ecosystem

120 years on, how would we advise Lord
Tweedmouth, and what would be our advice to
the upcoming judicial review ?
We need wild fisheries which harvest food sustainably
Harvesting of fish and shellfish has a profound effect
on stocks and the ecosystem, regardless of gear
Penalising gears which plough the seabed may not be
the best use of legislation – penalising poor selectivity
(or rewarding high selectivity) would have more impact
Specific habitats and features need protecting.
Excluding all damaging activities from these localities
obviously makes sense, even though we don’t know
how important they are at the regional scale
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More information on StrathE2E…

Run the model online and conduct your own experiments at:
www.mathstat.strath.ac.uk/outreach/e2e/

